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Axo Begins a Financial Revolution for Global Trade

Introducing the Cardano-based decentralized trading platform, Axo. The platform will revolutionize the way tra-
ding happens in the traditional finance (TradFi) and decentralized finance (DeFi) markets.

Axo is a novel trading protocol where user-defined trading conditions are expressed as programmable swaps - a 
trading oriented smart contract variant. Programmable swaps are flexible enough to express any trader’s intent, 
from simple orders to the most complex market-making strategies.

Programmable swaps can be matched with each other across any system that implements the Axo protocol spe-
cification. Each programmable swap operates independently of one another through industries and blockchains 
while retaining synchronization and interoperability between them.

Through this platform, individual users can model liquidity on an institutional level, thereby solving liquidity and 
efficiency problems that seemed inherent in DeFi.

Axo is developed by GenLambda, a FinTech software development company, and spearheaded by two Wall Street 
Veterans:

 l Jarek Hirniak, CEO of GenLambda, founder and architect of the Axo Protocol -  is a certified Quant and 
developed the technology for Axo after designing proprietary trading systems at Citadel Securities and 
UBS bank. His work developing revolutionary software and researching trading strategies now facilitates 
multi-billion dollar (USD) daily trade volumes.

 l Marc Dumpff, CSO of GenLambda and co-founder of the Axo Protocol - started his first hedge fund 
at age twenty and has been managing the finances of ultra-high-net-worth individuals ever since. 
His connections with established players and knowledge of finance prove invaluable in the protocol 
development.

Axo is committed to creating a protocol that connects all trades on the planet – from small volume traders to lar-
ge-scale institutions. To accomplish this goal, the protocol must go beyond the common paradigms of both TradFi 
& DeFi, to create something entirely new.

Complete financial autonomy for everyone is the ultimate goal. At its core, this will be done by giving users simple 
to use, powerful and permissionless tools to express their financial intent however they see fit. 
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